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About the strength of operational regularity
Gerhard Ja¨ger and Rico Zumbrunnen
Dedicated to Helmut Schwichtenberg on his retirement
We analyze the consistency strength of regularity on the basis of Feferman’s
operational set theory OST. Our main result shows that regularity over OST
for operations corresponds to regularity with respect to set-theoretic functions
in frameworks like Kripke-Platek set theory. As a consequence, we obtain that
OST plus the operational axiom (Inac) is consistency-equivalent to Kripke-
Platek set theory with infinity extended by the strong limit axiom (SLim)
stating that any ordinal is majorized by a functionally regular ordinal. Thus
OST+ (Inac) is significantly stronger than originally expected.
1 Introduction
Operational set theory OST has been introduced in Feferman [9] and further dis-
cussed, from various perspectives, in Cantini [5], Cantini and Corosilla [6, 7], Fe-
ferman [10], and Ja¨ger [13, 14, 15]. The basic theory OST is proof-theoretically
equivalent to Kripke-Platek set theory KP with infinity (cf. Feferman [9, 10] and
Ja¨ger [13]). On the other hand, OST plus unbounded existential quantification
and power set has the same consistency strength as von Neumann-Bernays-Go¨del
set theory NBG plus ∈-induction for arbitrary formulas and a class version of Σ11
choice (cf. Ja¨ger [14] and Ja¨ger and Kra¨henbu¨hl [16]). Also, there exists a natural
subsystem of OST with unbounded existential quantification and power set which
is conservative over ZFC (cf. Ja¨ger [13]).
The program of operational set theory is described in detail in Feferman [10]
and summarized in the abstract of this article as follows: A new axiomatic system
OST of operational set theory is introduced in which the usual language of set the-
ory is expanded to allow us to talk about (possibly partial) operations applicable
both to sets and to operations. OST is equivalent in strength to admissible set the-
ory, and a natural extension of OST is equivalent in strength to ZFC. The language
of OST provides a framework in which to express “small” large cardinal notions
– such as those of being an inaccessible cardinal, a Mahlo cardinal, and a weakly
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compact cardinal – in terms of operational closure conditions that specialize to
the analogue notions on admissible sets. This illustrates a wider program whose
aim is to provide a common framework for analogues of large cardinal notions that
have appeared in admissible set theory, admissible recursion theory, constructive
set theory, constructive type theory, explicit mathematics, and systems of recursive
ordinal notations that have been used in proof theory.
In this paper we concentrate on the simplest form of small large cardinals ax-
ioms, confine ourselves to operational regularity and the operational axiom (Inac)
which claims that any ordinal is majorized by an operationally regular ordinal,
prove some conjectures made in the literature, and disprove others. Our main result
states that operational regularity corresponds in strength to regularity with respect
to set-theoretic functions. As it turns out, sets Lκ, with κ a functionally regular
ordinal, have strong closure properties and satisfy, for example, separation for ar-
bitrary first order formulas.
From this analysis of operational regularity we deduce that OST + (Inac) is
equiconsistent with KP plus the axiom (SLim) which claims that any ordinal is
majorized by a functionally regular ordinal. Hence we also know that OST+(Inac)
is very strong, certainly going (in strength) beyond full second order arithmetic.
2 OST and operational regularity
In this section we briefly recapitulate the syntax of Feferman’s OST and some of its
properties needed below. Then we turn to the formulation of operational regularity,
as proposed in Feferman [9, 10]. We follow Ja¨ger [13, 14] very closely and even
use the same formulations whenever it seems adequate.
Let L be a typical language of first order set theory with countably many set
variables a, b, c, f, g, u, v, w, x, y, z, . . . (possibly with subscripts) and a symbol for
the element relation as its only relation symbol. In addition, we have the constant
ω for the first infinite ordinal. The formulas of L are defined as usual.
L◦, the language of OST, augments L by the binary function symbol ◦ for
partial term application, the unary relation symbol ↓ (defined), and the following
constants: (i) the combinators k and s; (ii) >, ⊥, el, non, dis, and e for logical
operations; (iii) S, R, and C for set-theoretic operations. The meaning of these
constants follows from the axioms below.
The terms (r, s, t, r1, s1, t1, . . .) of L◦ are inductively generated as follows:
1. The variables and constants of L◦ are terms of L◦.
2. If s and t are terms of L◦, then so is ◦(s, t).
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In the following we often abbreviate ◦(s, t) as (s ◦ t), (st), or simply as st. We
also adopt the convention of association to the left so that s1s2 . . . sn stands for
(. . . (s1s2) . . . sn). In addition, we often write s(t1, . . . , tn) for st1 . . . tn if this
seems more intuitive. Moreover, we frequently make use of the vector notation ~s
as shorthand for a finite string s1, . . . , sn of L◦ terms whose length is either not
important or evident from the context.
Self-application is possible and meaningful, but not necessarily total, and there
may be terms not denoting an object. We make use of the definedness predicate ↓
to single out those which do, and (t↓) is read “t is defined” or “t has a value”.
The formulas (A,B,C,D,A1, B1, C1, D1, . . .) ofL◦ are inductively generated
as follows:
1. All expressions of the form (s ∈ t) and (t↓) are formulas of L◦, the so-called
atomic formulas.
2. If A and B are formulas of L◦ , then so are ¬A, (A ∨B) and (A ∧B).
3. IfA is a formula of L◦ and if t is a term of L◦ which does not contain x, then
(∃x ∈ t)A, (∀x ∈ t)A, ∃xA and ∀xA are formulas of L◦.
We will be working within classical logic so that the remaining logical connectives
can be defined as usual. Parentheses and brackets are often omitted whenever there
is no danger of confusion. The free variables of t and A are defined in the conven-
tional way; the closed L◦ terms and closed L◦ formulas, also called L◦ sentences,
are those which do not contain free variables. Equality of sets is introduced by
(s = t) := (s↓) ∧ (t↓) ∧ ∀x(x ∈ s ↔ x ∈ t).
Given an L◦ formula A and a variable u not occurring in A, we write Au for
the result of replacing each unbounded set quantifier ∃x(. . .) and ∀x(. . .) in A by
(∃x ∈ u)(. . .) and (∀x ∈ u)(. . .), respectively. Suppose now that ~u = u1, . . . , un
and ~s = s1, . . . , sn. Then A[~s/~u] is the L◦ formula which is obtained from A by
simultaneously replacing all free occurrences of the variables ~u by the L◦ terms
~s; in order to avoid collision of variables, a renaming of bound variables may be
necessary. If the L◦ formula A is written as B[~u ], we often simply write B[~s ]
instead of B[~s/~u ]. Further variants of this notation will be obvious.
The logic of OST is the classical logic of partial terms due to Beeson and Fe-
ferman with the usual strictness axioms (cf. Beeson [2, 3]), including the common
equality axioms. Partial equality of terms is introduced by
(s ' t) := (s↓ ∨ t↓ → s = t)
and says that if either s or t denotes anything, then they both denote the same object.
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The non-logical axioms of OST comprise axioms about the applicative struc-
ture of the universe, some basic set-theoretic properties, the representation of el-
ementary logical connectives as operations, and operational set existence axioms.
They divide into four groups.
I. Applicative axioms.
(A1) k 6= s,
(A2) kxy = x,
(A3) sxy↓ ∧ sxyz ' (xz)(yz).
Thus the universe is a partial combinatory algebra. We have λ-abstraction and thus
can introduce for each L◦ term t a term λx.t whose variables are those of t other
than x such that
λx.t↓ ∧ (λx.t)y ' t[y/x].
Furthermore, there exists a closed L◦ term fix, a so-called fixed point operator,
with
fix(f)↓ ∧ (fix(f) = g → gx ' f(g, x)).
II. Basic set-theoretic axioms. They comprise: (i) the existence of the empty set;
(ii) pair, union and infinity; (iii) ∈-induction is available for arbitrary formulasA[x]
of L◦,
∀x((∀y ∈ x)A[y]→ A[x]) → ∀xA[x]. (L◦-I∈)
To increase readability, we will freely use standard set-theoretic terminology, for
example,
Tran[a] := (∀x ∈ a)(x ⊆ a) and Ord [a] := Tran[a] ∧ (∀x ∈ a)Tran[x].
Also, if A[x] is an L◦ formula, then {x : A[x]} denotes the collection of all sets
satisfying A; it may be (extensionally equal to) a set, but this is not necessarily the
case. In particular, we set
V := {x : x↓} and B := {x : x = > ∨ x = ⊥}
so that V denotes the collection of all sets, but is not a set itself, and B stands
for the unordered pair consisting of the truth values > and ⊥, which is a set by
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the previous axioms. The following shorthand notations, for n an arbitrary natural
number,
(f : a→ b) := (∀x ∈ a)(fx ∈ b),
(f : an+1 → b) := (∀x1, . . . , xn+1 ∈ a)(f(x1, . . . , xn+1) ∈ b)
express that f , in the operational sense, is a unary and (n+1)-ary mapping from a
to b, respectively. They do not say, however, that f is a unary or (n+1)-ary function
in the set-theoretic sense (see below). In this definition the set variables a and/or b
may be replaced by V and/or B. So, for example, (f : a → V) means that f is
total on a, and (f : V→ b) means that f maps all sets into b.
III. Logical operations axioms.
(L1) > 6= ⊥,
(L2) (el : V2 → B) ∧ ∀x∀y(el(x, y) = > ↔ x ∈ y),
(L3) (non : B→ B) ∧ (∀x ∈ B)(non(x) = > ↔ x = ⊥),
(L4) (dis : B2 → B) ∧ (∀x, y ∈ B)(dis(x, y) = > ↔ (x = > ∨ y = >)),
(L5) (f : a→ B) → (e(f, a) ∈ B ∧ (e(f, a) = > ↔ (∃x ∈ a)(fx = >))).
The ∆0 formulas of L◦ are those L◦ formulas which do not contain the function
symbol ◦, the relation symbol ↓ or unbounded quantifiers. Hence they are the usual
∆0 formulas of set theory, possibly containing additional constants. The logical
operations make it possible to represent all ∆0 formulas by constant L◦ terms.
Lemma 1. Let ~u be the sequence of variables u1, . . . , un. For every ∆0 formula
A[~u] of L◦ with at most the variables ~u free, there exists a closed L◦ term tA such
that the axioms introduced so far yield
tA↓ ∧ (tA : Vn → B) ∧ ∀~x(A[~x] ↔ tA(~x) = >).
For a proof of this lemma see Feferman [9, 10]. Now we turn to the operational
versions of separation, replacement, and choice.
IV. Set-theoretic operations axioms.
(S1) Separation for definite operations:
(f : a→ B) → (S(f, a)↓ ∧ ∀x(x ∈ S(f, a) ↔ (x ∈ a ∧ fx = >))).
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(S2) Replacement:
(f : a→ V) → (R(f, a)↓ ∧ ∀x(x ∈ R(f, a) ↔ (∃y ∈ a)(x = fy))).
(S3) Choice:
∃x(fx = >) → (Cf↓ ∧ f(Cf) = >).
This finishes our description of the non-logical axioms of OST. From Feferman
[9] and Ja¨ger [13] we know that, provably in OST, there exist closed L◦ terms
∅ for the empty set, uopa for forming unordered pairs, un for forming unions,
p for forming ordered pairs (Kuratowski pairs) and prod for forming Cartesian
products. In addition, there are closedL◦ terms pL and pR which act as projections
with respect to p, i.e.
pL(p(a, b)) = a and pR(p(a, b)) = b.
To comply with the set-theoretic conventions, we generally write {a, b} instead of
uopa(a, b), ∪a instead of un(a), 〈a, b〉 instead of p(a, b) and a × b instead of
prod(a, b). Remember that ω is a constant for the first infinite ordinal and belongs
to the base language L.
We end this section with a few remarks concerning the relationship between
functions in the set-theoretic sense and operations in the sense of our form of term
application. Similar questions for similar operational set theories are discussed in
Beeson [4] and in Cantini and Crosilla [6].
It is well-known (see, for example, Barwise [1]) that there are ∆0 formulas
Rel [a] and Fun[a] of our basic language L, stating that the set a is a binary relation
and function, respectively, in the typical set-theoretic sense. It can also be expressed
in ∆0 form that a is a relation with domain b, abbreviated asDom[a] = b, and that a
is a relation with range b, abbreviated asRan[a] = b. If Fun[a] holds and u belongs
to the domain of a we often write a ′u for the unique v such that 〈u, v〉 ∈ a.
Lemma 2. There exist closed L◦ terms dom, ran, op, and fun so that OST
proves the following assertions:
1. dom(f)↓ ∧ ran(f)↓ ∧ op(f)↓.
2. Rel [a] → (Dom[a] = dom(a) ∧ Ran[a] = ran(a)).
3. (Fun[f ] ∧ a ∈ dom(f)) → f ′a = op(f, a).
4. (f : a→ V) → (Fun[fun(f, a)] ∧ Dom[fun(f, a)] = a).
5. (f : a→ V) → (∀x ∈ a)(fun(f, a) ′x = fx).
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This lemma, whose proof can be found in Feferman [9, 10] as well, implies
that: (i) each set-theoretic function can be translated into an operation acting on
the same domain and yielding the same values; (ii) to each operation total on a
set a corresponds a set-theoretic function with domain a so that the values of this
operation and of this function on a agree.
We use the lower case Greek letters α, β, γ, κ, λ, ζ, η, ξ, . . . (possibly with sub-
scripts) to range over the ordinals; also, as customary in the context of ordinals,
we write 0 instead of ∅. Following the usual set-theoretic definition of regular-
ity as closely as possible, Feferman [9, 10] suggests the following formulation of
operational regularity.
Definition 3. Ordinal κ is called operationally regular, in symbols Org [κ], if and
only if ω < κ and
∀f(∀α < κ)((f : α→ κ) → (∃β < κ)(f : α→ β)).
This definition also is meaningful in ZFC if we let the variable f range over
ordinary set-theoretic functions. Under this interpretation Org [κ] implies that κ is
identical to its cofinality and thus regular in the usual set-theoretic sense.
Clearly, the existence of operationally regular ordinals cannot be proved in
OST. However, Feferman [10] suggests to consider the axiom
∀α∃β(α < β ∧ Org [β]), (Inac)
stating that any ordinal is majorized by an operationally regular ordinal. It is con-
jectured in Feferman [10] that OST+(Inac) is consistency equivalent to the theory
KPi of iterated admissible sets – see (for example) Ja¨ger [12] for a detailed descrip-
tion of this system – which describes a recursively inaccessible universe.
It will turn out, however, that OST + (Inac) is dramatically stronger than KPi.
To give a precise characterization of OST + (Inac) we show it to be equivalent
to Kripke-Platek set theory with infinity plus an axiom stating that any ordinal is
smaller than a so-called functionally regular ordinal.
3 The theories KP and KP+ (SLim)
We begin this section with briefly recalling the system KP of Kripke-Platek set
theory with infinity. Then we turn to the notion of a functionally regular ordinal and
say something about the closure properties of the constructible sets Lκ for κ being
functionally regular. We end this section with a theorem about specific inductive
definitions, which later will be used to model OST. For further reading about KP,
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its proof-theoretic analysis and some interesting subsystems and extensions consult,
for example, Ja¨ger [11, 12] and Rathjen [18].
KP is formulated in our basic language L with ∈ as its only relation symbol
and equality of sets defined by
(a = b) := (∀x ∈ a)(x ∈ b) ∧ (∀x ∈ b)(x ∈ a).
The collections of ∆0, Σ, and Π formulas are introduced as usual. If T is a theory
inL containing KP andA a formula ofL, thenA is ∆ over T if there is a Σ formula
B and a Π formula C, both with the same free variables as A, such that T proves
the equivalence of A and B plus that of A and C. Also, as in the case of OST, we
make use of other standard set-theoretic terminology.
The underlying logic of KP is classical first order logic with equality, its non-
logical axioms are: pair, union, infinity (i.e. the assertion that ω is the least infinite
ordinal), ∆0 separation and ∆0 collection, i.e.
∃x(x = {y ∈ a : B[y]}), (∆0-Sep)
(∀x ∈ a)∃yC[x, y] → ∃z(∀x ∈ a)(∃y ∈ z)C[x, y] (∆0-Col)
for arbitrary ∆0 formulasB[u] andC[u, v] ofL, as well as∈-induction for arbitrary
formulas A[x] of L,
∀x((∀y ∈ x)A[y]→ A[x]) → ∀xA[x]. (L-I∈)
Clearly, the formula Ord [a], which says that a is an ordinal, is a ∆0 formula of
L, and we use the lower case Greek letters α, β, γ, κ, λ, ζ, η, ξ (possibly with sub-
scripts) to range over the ordinals, as we do in OST. In the following we will
be working within the constructible universe, but cannot introduce it here. Most
relvant details can be found, for example, in Barwise [1] or Kunen [17].
Very briefly, (a ∈ Lα) states that the set a is an element of the αth level Lα of
the constructible hierarchy and a ∈ L is short for ∃α(a ∈ Lα). Given a set a ∈ L,
we write rkL[a] for the least ordinal α such that a ∈ Lα+1 and (a <L b) means that
a is smaller than b according to the well-ordering <L on the constructible universe
L. The axiom of constructibility is the statement (V=L), i.e. ∀x∃α(x ∈ Lα). It is
well-known that the assertions (a ∈ Lα) and (a <L b) are ∆ over KP and that the
systems KP and KP + (V=L) are of the same consistency strength; both systems
prove the same absolute sentences.
Now we turn to the more common set-theoretic variant of operational regularity
obtained by working with set-theoretic functions rather than operations. To make
this distinction also notationally clear, we speak of functional regularity in this case.
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Definition 4. Ordinal κ is called functionally regular, in symbols Frg [κ], if and
only if ω < κ and
∀f(∀α < κ)(Fun[f ] ∧Dom[f ] = α ∧Ran[f ] ⊆ κ → (∃β < κ)(Ran[f ] ⊆ β)).
Functionally regular ordinals κ and the corresponding setsLκ have fairly strong
closure properties. We will discuss some of those, and in doing so, frequently make
use of notions and results of the theory of admissible sets as presented, for example,
in Barwise [1]. We begin with an immediate observation.
Lemma 5. KP proves that any functionally regular ordinal is a limit ordinal.
The next remark is about a property of the constructible hierarchy which is con-
venient for proving Lemma 7 below. For a proof we refer to Kunen [17], verifying
that all arguments work for the restricted framework of KP + (V=L).
Lemma 6. KP + (V=L) proves for any limit ordinal α ≥ ω that there exists a
bijective set-theoretic function from α to Lα.
We are now ready lift the regularity property from functionally regular ordinals
κ to the corresponding constructible sets Lκ.
Lemma 7. Provable in KP+(V=L), we have for all functionally regular ordinals
κ that
a ∈ Lκ ∧ Fun[f ] ∧Dom[f ] = a ∧ Ran[f ] ⊆ Lκ → (∃b ∈ Lκ)(Ran[f ] ⊆ b).
Proof. Assume that a ∈ Lκ and f is a set-theoretic function from a to Lκ. Then
there exists an α such that ω < α < κ and a ⊆ Lα. We apply the previous
lemma and let g be a set-theoretic bijection from α to Lα. Now we introduce the




′(g ′ξ)] if g ′ξ ∈ a,
0 if g ′ξ /∈ a
for all ξ < α. We see immediately that h is a set-theoretic function from α to κ.
Hence the functional regularity of κ provides us with an ordinal β < κ for which
Ran[h] ⊆ β. Hence Ran[f ] ⊆ Lβ .
Lemma 8. KP + (V=L) proves that for any functionally regular κ the set Lκ is
admissible.
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Proof. Let κ be functionally regular. Then κ is a limit ordinal greater than ω, and
so, apart from ∆0 collection, all axioms of KP are trivially satisfied by Lκ. To
treat ∆0 collection, let A[v, w] be a ∆0 formula of L, posssibly with additional
parameters, and assume
a ∈ Lκ ∧ (∀x ∈ a)(∃y ∈ Lκ)A[x, y].
Now let f be the set-theoretic function from a to Lκ with
f ′x = min({ξ < κ : (∃y ∈ Lξ)A[x, y]})
for all x ∈ a. The previous lemma tells us that there is a b ∈ Lκ for which
Ran[f ] ⊆ b. For β := sup({ξ : ξ ∈ b}) we thus have β < κ, thus Lβ ∈ Lκ, and
(∀x ∈ a)(∃y ∈ Lβ)A[x, y].
Hence Lβ is a possible witness as required for satisfying ∆0 collection.
The sets Lκ with κ being functionally regular have even much stronger closure
properties. In particular, as we will see below, that they satisfy full separation.
Before turning to this theorem, we prove a useful lemma.
Lemma 9. For all L formulas A[~u, v, w] with all its free variables in ~u, v, w, the
theory KP + (V=L) proves
Frg [κ] ∧ a, ~u ∈ Lκ →
(∃b ∈ Lκ)(∀x ∈ a)((∃y ∈ Lκ)ALκ [~u, x, y] ↔ (∃y ∈ b)ALκ [~u, x, y]).
Proof. If z is a non-empty set, we write minL[z] for the with respect to the well-
ordering <L least element of z. Given a functionally regular κ and a, ~u ∈ Lκ, we
consider the function f from a to Lκ defined by, for x ∈ a,
f ′x :=
{
minL[{z ∈ Lκ : ALκ [~u, x, z]}] if (∃y ∈ Lκ)ALκ [~u, x, y],
∅ otherwise.
Since κ is functionally regular, Lemma 7 implies the existence of a set b ∈ Lκ such
that Ran[f ] ⊆ b. Consequently,
(∀x ∈ a)((∃y ∈ Lκ)ALκ [~u, x, y]→ (∃y ∈ b)ALκ [~u, x, y]).
Since the converse of this implication is obvious, our lemma is proved.
If ~x = x1, . . . , xn and ~a = a1, . . . , an, we often write ~x ∈ ~a and 〈~x〉 ∈ ×(~a)
instead of (x1 ∈ a1 ∧ . . .∧xn ∈ an) and 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ a1×. . .×an, respectively.
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Theorem 10. For all L formulas A[~u,~v] with all its free variables in ~u,~v, the
theory KP + (V=L) proves
Frg [κ] → (∀~a ∈ Lκ)(∀~x ∈ Lκ)(∃b ∈ Lκ)(b = {〈~y〉 ∈ ×(~a) : ALκ [~x, ~y]}).
Proof. We show this assertion by induction on the formula A[~u,~v]. If A[~u,~v] is an
atomic formula, a negation, a disjuction, a conjunction, or a formula beginning with
a bounded quantifier, then the assertion is obvious or an immediate consequence of
the induction hypothesis. This leaves the two interesting cases ofA[~u,~v] beginning
with an unbounded quantifier.
Assume that A[~u,~v] is of the form ∃zB[~u,~v, z]. For any functionally regular κ
and ~a, ~x ∈ Lκ the previous lemma gives us a set c ∈ Lκ such that
(∀~y ∈ ~a)((∃z ∈ Lκ)BLκ [~x, ~y, z]↔ (∃z ∈ c)BLκ [~x, ~y, z]). (*)
By the induction hypothesis there exists a set b0 ∈ Lκ such that
b0 = {〈~y, z〉 ∈ ×(~a, c) : BLκ [~x, ~y, z]},
and with this b0 as parameter we define by ∆0 separation in Lκ the set
b := {〈~y〉 ∈ ×(~a) : (∃z ∈ c)(〈~y, z〉 ∈ b0)}.
Clearly, b ∈ Lκ, and for all ~y we have because of (*) that
〈~y〉 ∈ b ↔ ~y ∈ ~a ∧ (∃z ∈ c)BLκ [~x, ~y, z]
↔ ~y ∈ ~a ∧ (∃z ∈ Lκ)BLκ [~x, ~y, z]
↔ ~y ∈ ~a ∧ ALκ [~x, ~y].
Therefore b is a set in Lκ as required. The remaining case of A[~u,~v] beginning
with an unbounded universal quantifier is left to the reader.
In view of this theorem we can deduce that, within KP+ (V=L), for any func-
tionally regular κ the set Lκ is a standard model of the theory ZFC−, the subsystem
of ZFC without the power set axiom.
The referee has pointed out that Lemma 6 can be proved in KP alone, making
use of Lemma II.6.7 of Devlin [8]. Clearly, (V=L) is not used elsewhere in the
proofs of the following Lemmas 7–9 and in the proof of Theorem 10. Hence the
extra hypothesis (V=L) can be eliminated there and, as a consequence, KP is
sufficient to prove that for any functionally regular κ, Lκ is a model of ZFC−.
Now we add to Kripke-Platek set theory the strong limit axiom which states
that any ordinal is majorized be a functionally regular ordinal,
∀α∃β(α < β ∧ Frg[β]) (SLim)
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and write KPS for the theory KP + (SLim). Observe that the ordinals of KPS
form an admissible limit of functionally regular ordinals, but are not necessarily
functionally regular.
For any L formula A we write AL for the L formula obtained from A by re-
placing all unbounded quantifiers ∃x(. . .) and ∀x(. . .) by ∃x(x ∈ L ∧ . . .) and
∀x(x ∈ L → . . .), respectively. As the following theorem states, L is an inner
model of KPS.
Theorem 11. For the universal closure A of any axiom of KPS we have that
KPS ` AL.
Proof. It is a folklore result in admissible set theory that KP proves AL for the
universal closure of any axiom of KP. Hence we can confine ourselves to verifying
(SLim)L in KPS.
To do so, let α be an arbitrary ordinal. Then (SLim) implies the existence of
a functionally regular ordinal β which contains α. Trivially, this implies that β is
functionally regular in L, i.e. FrgL[β]. Thus we have (SLim)L.
Hence the usual inner model considerations yield the following result about the
equiconsistency of KPS and KPS + (V=L).
Corollary 12. The theory KPS and its extension KPS+(V=L) are equiconsistent;
both systems prove the same absolute formulas.
For establishing the equiconsistency of OST + (Inac) and KPS it is thus suffi-
cient to embed KPS into OST + (Inac) and to reduce OST + (Inac) to the theory
KPS + (V=L).
We end this section with a specific form of Σ recursion over the universe which
helps us in modeling OST+(Inac) within KPS+(V=L). LetR be a fresh (n+1)-
ary relation symbol and extend L to the language L(R) with expressions R(α,~a)
as additional atomic formulas. Given a formula A[R] of L(R) and another formula
B[~a] of L with distinguished free variables ~a, we write A[B[.]] for the result of
substituting B[~s] for each occurrence of the form R(~s) in A[R], renaming bound
variables as necessary to avoid collision.
Theorem 13 (Σ recursion). Let R be a fresh n-ary relation symbol and A[R,α,~a]
a formula of L(R) with distinguished free variables ~a = a1, . . . , an which is ∆
over KP. Then there exists a Σ formula B[α,~a] of L such that KP proves
B[α,~a] ↔ (~a ∈ Lα ∧ A[(∃ξ < α)B[ξ, .], α,~a]).
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Proof. We proceed similarly to the proof of the theorem about definition by Σ
recursion in Barwise [1]. Let n = 1 to simplify notation and let C[f, α, b] be the L
formula given by the conjunction of
(i) Fun[f ] ∧ Dom[f ] = α,








Clearly, C[f, α, a] is ∆ over KP, and we let D[f, α, a] be the Σ formula provably
equivalent to C[f, α, a] in KP. By transfinite induction on α we can then show that
D[f, α, b] ∧ D[g, α, c] → f = g ∧ b = c, (1)
∃f∃bD[f, α, b]. (2)
The proof of (1) is straightforward, the proof of (2) requires Σ reflection or Σ
replacement, which both follow (in KP) from ∆0 collection. Now set
B[α, a] := ∃f∃b(D[f, α, b] ∧ a ∈ b).
Obviously, B[α, a] is a Σ formula, and it is now easy to check that it has the prop-
erty required in our theorem.
4 Modeling OST+ (Inac) within KPS+ (V=L)
The following model construction is a modification of that in Ja¨ger [13]. We begin
with the similar notational preliminaries:
• For any natural number n greater than 0 and any natural number i we select a
∆0 formulas Tupn(a) and (a)i = b formalizing that a is an ordered n-tuple
and b the projection of a on its ith component; hence Tupn(〈a0, . . . , an−1〉)
and (〈a0, . . . , an−1〉)i = ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
• Then we fix pairwise different constructible sets k̂, ŝ, >̂, ⊥̂, êl, n̂on, d̂is,
ê, Ŝ, R̂, and Ĉ making sure that they all do not belong to the collection of
ordered pairs and triples; they will later act as the codes of the corresponding
constants of L◦.
We are going to code the L◦ terms kx, sx, sxy, . . . by the ordered tuples 〈k̂, x〉,
〈ŝ, x〉, 〈ŝ, x, y〉, . . . of the corresponding form. For example, to satisfy kxy = x
we interpret kx as 〈k̂, x〉, and “〈k̂, x〉 applied to y” is taken to be x.
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Next letR be a fresh 3-place relation symbol and extendL to the languageL(R)
as above. The following definition introduces the L(R) formula A[R,α, a, b, c]
which will lead to the interpretation of the application relation (ab = c).
Definition 14. We choose A[R,α, a, b, c] to be the L(R) formula defined as the
disjunction of the following formulas (1) – (22):
(1) a = k̂ ∧ c = 〈k̂, b〉,
(2) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = k̂ ∧ (a)1 = c,
(3) a = ŝ ∧ c = 〈ŝ, b〉,
(4) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = ŝ ∧ c = 〈ŝ, (a)1, b〉,
(5) Tup3(a) ∧ (a)0 = ŝ ∧
(∃x, y ∈ Lα)(R((a)1, b, x) ∧ R((a)2, b, y) ∧ R(x, y, c)),
(6) a = êl ∧ c = 〈êl, b〉,
(7) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = êl ∧ (a)1 ∈ b ∧ c = >̂,
(8) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = êl ∧ (a)1 /∈ b ∧ c = ⊥̂,
(9) a = n̂on ∧ b = >̂ ∧ c = ⊥̂,
(10) a = n̂on ∧ b = ⊥̂ ∧ c = >̂,
(11) a = d̂is ∧ c = 〈d̂is, b〉,
(12) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = d̂is ∧ (a)1 = >̂ ∧ c = >̂,
(13) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = d̂is ∧ (a)1 = ⊥̂ ∧ b = >̂ ∧ c = >̂,
(14) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = d̂is ∧ (a)1 = ⊥̂ ∧ b = ⊥̂ ∧ c = ⊥̂,
(15) a = ê ∧ c = 〈ê, b〉,
(16) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = ê ∧ (∃x ∈ b)R((a)1, x, >̂) ∧ c = >̂,
(17) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = ê ∧ (∀x ∈ b)R((a)1, x, ⊥̂) ∧ c = ⊥̂,
(18) a = Ŝ ∧ c = 〈Ŝ, b〉,
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(19) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = Ŝ ∧ (∀x ∈ b)(R((a)1, x, >̂) ∨R((a)1, x, ⊥̂)) ∧
(∀x ∈ c)(x ∈ b ∧ R((a)1, x, >̂)) ∧ (∀x ∈ b)(R((a)1, x, >̂) → x ∈ c),
(20) a = R̂ ∧ c = 〈R̂, b〉,
(21) Tup2(a) ∧ (a)0 = R̂ ∧ (∀x ∈ b)(∃y ∈ c)R((a)1, x, y) ∧
(∀y ∈ c)(∃x ∈ b)R((a)1, x, y),
(22) a = Ĉ ∧ R(b, c, >̂) ∧ (∀x ∈ Lα)(x <L c → ¬R(b, x, >̂)) ∧
(∀x ∈ Lα)¬R(Ĉ, b, x).
It is a matter of routine to check that A[R,α, a, b, c] is ∆ over KP. It is also
easy ro verify that A[R,α, a, b, c] is deterministic in the following sense: from
A[R,α, a, b, c] we can conclude that exactly one of the clauses (1)–(22) of the pre-
vious definition is satisfied for these α, a, b and c.
We continue with applying Theorem 13 to this formula A[R,α, a, b, c]: any
formulaB[α, a, b, c] provided by this theorem may be used to describe the αth level
of the interpretation of the OST application (ab = c). Accordingly, we proceed as
follows.
Definition 15. Let BA[α, a, b, c] be a Σ formula of L associated to the formula
A[R,α, a, b, c] according to Theorem 13 such that KP proves
BA[α, a, b, c] ↔ (a, b, c ∈ Lα ∧ A[(∃ξ < α)BA[ξ, .], α, a, b, c]). (A)
Then we define
B<αA [a, b, c] := (∃β < α)BA[β, a, b, c],
ApA[a, b, c] := ∃αBA[α, a, b, c].
As we will see, ApA[a, b, c] is functional in its third argument. The next lemma
takes care of the only critical case in the proof of this property and motivates the
rather complicated clause (22) of Definition 14 above.
Lemma 16. We can prove in KP that
BA[α, Ĉ, f, a] ∧ BA[β, Ĉ, f, b] → α = β ∧ a = b.
Proof. Working informally in KP, we assume BA[α, Ĉ, f, a], BA[β, Ĉ, f, b], and,
without loss of generality, α ≤ β. Then Ĉ, f, a ∈ Lα and b ∈ Lβ . In view of (A)
and clause (22) the assumption BA[β, Ĉ, f, b] also implies
(∀x ∈ Lβ)¬B<βA [Ĉ, f, x].
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We also haveBA[α, Ĉ, f, a], henceα = β is an immediate consequence. Moreover,
(A) and clause (22) plus the two assumptionsBA[α, Ĉ, f, a] andBA[α, Ĉ, f, b] also
give us
B<αA [f, a, >̂] ∧ (∀x ∈ Lα)(x <L a → ¬B<αA [f, x, >̂]),
B<αA [f, b, >̂] ∧ (∀x ∈ Lα)(x <L b → ¬B<αA [f, x, >̂]).
Consequently, we also have a = b, as desired.
Lemma 17. We can prove in KP:
1. B<αA [a, b, u] ∧ B<αA [a, b, v] → u = v.
2. ApA[a, b, u] ∧ ApA[a, b, v] → u = v.
Proof. Since the previous lemma is at our disposal, the first assertion is easily
proved by induction on α. The second assertion is a straightforward consequence
of the first.
Now we proceed as in Ja¨ger [13] and associate to each term t of L◦ a formulaJtKA(u) of L expressing that u is the value of t under the interpretation of the
operational application via the formula ApA.
Definition 18. For each L◦ term t we introduce an L formula JtKA(u), with u not
occurring in t, which is inductively defined as follows:
1. If t is a variable or the constant ω, then JtKA(u) is the formula (t = u).
2. If t is another constant, then JtKA(u) is the formula (t̂ = u).
3. If t is the term (rs), then we set
JtKA(u) := ∃x∃y(JrKA(x) ∧ JsKA(y) ∧ ApA[x, y, u]).
For every term t of L◦ its translation JtKA(u) is a Σ formula of L. This treat-
ment of terms leads to a canonical translation of formulas of L◦ into formulas of
L.
Definition 19. The translation of an L◦ formula A into the L formula A? is induc-
tively defined as follows:
1. For the atomic formulas of L◦ we stipulate
(t↓)? := ∃xJtKA(x),
(s ∈ t)? := ∃x∃y(JsKA(x) ∧ JtKA(y) ∧ x ∈ y).
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2. If A is a formula ¬B, then A? is ¬B?.
3. If A is a formula (B  C) for  being the binary junctor ∨ or ∧, then A? is
(B?  C?).
4. If A is a formula (∃x ∈ t)B[x], then
A? := ∃y(JtKA(y) ∧ (∃x ∈ y)B?[x]).
5. If A is a formula (∀x ∈ t)B[x], then
A? := ∀y(JtKA(y) → (∀x ∈ y)B?[x]).
6. If A is a formula QxB[x] for a quantifier Q, then A? is QxB?[x].
We notice immediately that the translation A? of any L◦ formula A which does
not contain the application operation (i.e. all terms occuring in A are constants of
variables) is equivalent to A.
Based on this interpretation of L◦ in L we can now turn to the desired embed-
ding of OST+ (Inac) into KPS+ (V=L). A substantial part of the work has been
done in Ja¨ger [13] already, where a corresponding translation has been used to em-
bed OST into KP + (V=L). The strong limit axiom together with the following
obsrvation will take care of the axiom (Inac).
Lemma 20. In KP + (V=L) we can prove that
Frg [κ] → Org?[κ].
Proof. Working in KP, let κ be a functionally regular ordinal. For any f and α < κ
we have to show that
(f : α→ κ)? → (∃β < κ)(f : α→ β)?.
Hence assume (f : α→ κ)?, and thus
(∀η < α)(∃ξ < κ)ApA[f, η, ξ].
This is a Σ formula, and therefore Σ reflection implies
(∀η < α)(∃ξ < κ)ApaA[f, η, ξ].
for a suitable set a. Let g be the set-theoretic function from α to κ which maps
any η < κ to the uniquely determined ξ < κ for which ApaA[f, η, ξ]. Since κ is
functionally regular there exists a β < κ such that Ran[g] ⊆ β. This yields
(∀η < α)(∃ξ < β)ApaA[f, η, ξ].
Thus (f : α→ β)? by Σ persistency, as desired.
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Theorem 21. The theory OST+ (Inac) is ?-interpreted in KPS+ (V=L); i.e. for
all L◦ formulas A we have
OST + (Inac) ` A =⇒ KPS + (V=L) ` A?.
Proof. Our treatment of operational application is so that the axioms of the logic of
partial terms fall off directly. For verifying the interpretations of the mathematical
axioms of OST simply follow Ja¨ger [13]. So it remains to prove (Inac)∗ in KPS +
(V=L).
Following our ?-translation this means that we have to show that the theory
KPS+ (V=L) proves ∀α∃β(α < β ∧ Org?[β]). But given any α, the strong limit
axiom (SLim) guarantees the existence of a functionally regular ordinal β which
contains α and, by the previous lemma, satisfies Org?[β].
So we know that the ?-translations of all axioms of OST + (Inac) are provable
in KPS + (V=L). Since KPS + (V=L) is closed under (the translations of) all
rules of inference of OST, our theorem is established.
5 Reducing KPS to OST+ (Inac)
Since KP ⊆ OST has been established in Feferman [9, 10] and Ja¨ger [13] not much
is left to be done for establishing the reduction of KPS to OST + (Inac). We can
immediately turn to the desired theorem.
Theorem 22. The theory OST + (Inac) contains the theory KPS; i.e. for all L
formulas A we have
KPS ` A =⇒ OST + (Inac) ` A.
Proof. As just mentioned, we have KP ⊆ OST, and thus only the axiom (SLim)
remains to be proved in OST+ (Inac). Hence pick an arbitrary ordinal α. We have
to show that there exists a functionally regular ordinal β which contains α.
From (Inac) we conclude that there exists an ordinal β which contains α and is
operationally regular, and thus
ω < β ∧ ∀f(∀η < β)((f : η → β) → (∃ξ < β)(f : η → ξ)). (*)
To prove that this β is functionally regular, let η be an arbitrary ordinal less than β
and g be an arbitrary set-theoretic function from η to β. Now we apply the closed
term op to g and conclude with Lemma 2 that op(g)↓ and, for all x ∈ Dom[g] = η,
op(g, x) ' g ′x. (**)
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Hence (op(g) : η → β), and because of (*) there exists a ξ < β such that (op(g) :
η → ξ). Together with (**) this implies Ran[g] ⊆ ξ, as needed for establishing the
functional regularity of β.
Corollary 23. The three theories OST + (Inac), KPS, and KPS + (V=L) are
equiconsistent and prove the same absolute formulas of the language L.
This corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 21, Theorem 22, and
Theorem 11.
The purpose of this article was to clarify the proof-theoretic strength of op-
erational regularity as introduced in Feferman [9, 10]. The main question in this
context is now to find out whether there exist a natural variant (Inac)′ of the axiom
(Inac) complying with the ideology of operational set theory:
(i) OST + (Inac)′ is proof-theoretically equivalent to the theory KPi and thus
“describes” a recursively inaccessible universe,
(ii) if interpreted in the sense of classical set theory, (Inac)′ nevertheless provides
for a weakly inaccessible universe.
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